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About This Game

Description

Egg Hunt VR is the ULTIMATE Easter Egg Hunt VR experience. Wander through realistic environments like forests, the ocean
and snowy mountains, looking for Easter eggs! With “Bunny” by your side, he will help you find them if you get stuck.

Celebrate Easter by playing today!

Key Features

Wicker Easter egg basket where you place the eggs you find

Interesting environments and challenge

Infinite Puzzles (each time you play a level the eggs will be hidden in a different place!)

Awesome sidekick, “Bunny”

Standing AND Roomscale Gameplay are both supported – HTC Vive is required
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Title: EGG HUNT VR
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
ThinkVirtual LLC
Publisher:
ThinkVirtual LLC
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel Quad Core 3 Ghz +

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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This game is a mess. I found zero fun or anything intriguing from it within the first 20 minutes of play. First impressions went
like this..
-Unpause and people start walking THRU my pizza cart ok that's forgivable I suppose... but did anyone playtest?? Or did they
just not care enough to fix this?
-Go to make a pizza, ok that doesn't interest me but it's a nice editor for people who enjoy that sorta thing I suppose. Make a
2nd pizza and hit save, I don't care about the name but it doesn't give me a random name for a pizza, again something that any
amount of playtesting would show as a necessary feature since lots of us just won't want to name their pizza.
-Bad unintuitive UI, seriously just jumbled and unintuitive. Needs major cleanup and organizing So many colors...
-The final straw for me was when I was finally selling pizza but had NO IDEA that I was actually selling anything. I noticed my
money going up but couldn't figure out why, then I watched someone stand in front of my truck and then leave with a "cant
afford that" icon over their head. They didn't get a pizza they didn't eat a pizza they didn't give any feedback about the pizza,
hell there wasn't even a "DING YOUVE GOT MONEY" or nothing.

NOT a $30 game. Childhood memories all over the place!

Monsterbash still has a special atmosphere that is quite difficult to describe. It´s grim, it´s kind of gory, it´s dark and yet still
funny. Of course, the graphics ain´t to pretty for nowadays standards, but back then: oh boy, they were awesome! And as of
now, they have that certain charme.

Controls are pretty easy, gameplay is simplistic but still challenging. To move forward to the next level, you have to rescue all
the pets and find the (sometimes hidden) exit. During the levels, many different enemys stand in your way, such as zombies,
skulls, witches, demons and so on. Another thing that might be interesting, is the fact that there are plenty of secrets to discover.

For my part, it´s very enjoyable and wll done. The only thing i find weird is that the full games needs ca. 800 Mb HDD-space,
which is quite massive.. 6\/10

Pros:
- Is a 'real release' (Little or no bugs) ++
- Allows holding down button to shoot and has special attacks to add more depth and fun to the game.

Cons:
- No multiplayer (Not listed as multiplayer, but would add alot to the game).
- Has a survival type gamestyle which the whole game (Campaign\/Story included) revolves around as a theme. This would not
be a bad thing at all if the game had other modes\/gametypes that were not ingrained in this particular mode\/style, but it doesn't.

All in all this is a good 'small' arcade game, it has solid coding, can be fun, and has some genuine and creative content in the
story\/theme and gameplay. The thing for me that stops this game from being a great is mostly the lack of
replayability\/content.. This plays very well in single player!
The AI gives an appropriate benchmark to compete against, and the campaign mode makes the individual games matter towards
a bigger progression.
If anything, it\u2019s \u2018too easy\u2019 as the computer will automatically ensure that all tiles are placed legally, which
removes the fun of watching an opponent break apart when leaving the dock. :-)
. A fun little puzzler, however it's far too short and completed it in a short time. Good to kill a couple of hours and very
inventive ideas.. Pushcat is a great game!!
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The game is very addicting!
It is a different kind of match 3 game because you have to plan your moves and use different strategies to win the games within
levels. You get coins after you match 3 or more gems but then you have to go back and collect the coins which is easier said
than done. You can play a game (cave) a few times and then realize what you need to do to beat it! There are 50 caves to beat,
they are all different, some have a few gems some have hundreds of gems.
There is no time limit and you can replay the cave till you win it!
It's a great puzzle solving game along with a match 3 game!

I love it!
I recommend this game!
I'd buy it again
:-). Great game for a cheap price fun with friends!. The Title screen song coud make me relax in a volcano
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I hecca enjoyed my playthrough of this game. It took me about 16 hours to complete all currently available content. Hoping for
more content as the story doesn’t really wrap itself up, but so far two thumbs up from me.. Old game,whose graphic is not good.
But old school.. Fantastic game i hope this ends up as a grand title - It is well on it´s way (Very funny). This game caught my
attention at Dreamhack Austin - I was drawn to it for what I thought was a very unique gameplay mechanic. What I didn't
expect was how beautiful the story and the music would be as well. I was hooked to keep going forward in the game, and at the
same time, I had to pause sometimes to take in the background music. The story seemed
 simple but in the end, the complex relationships really moved me. It really takes you for a ride, and makes you feel some things.

See full review: https:\/\/www.sleepytoadstool.com\/reviews\/blink-2017. This game has all the potential to be a great little time
passer, but is let down by the save system. If you have to stop playing due to life, you must finish up with a perfect if you are
trying to complete all levels as perfect. If you finish your last level of a session with less than perfect and exit, the game will
save that score and you will start your next session on the following level. This is really frustrating if you also happen to have hit
one of the harder ones to complete. I just gave up trying to get the perfect after 30 minutes of continuous attempts, while also
needing to stop playing.

If this is ported from the mobile version rather than vice-versa, I would guess that the F2P microtransaction mechanics have not
been rebalanced due to the low rate of bonus card drops and slightly grindy nature.

If I was simply able to restart where I left off, it would be a recommend, but this irritant is a game breaker for me.
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